Austin Bully Butt Rescue
Certificate of Surrender
I certify that I legally OWN the Bulldog described below:
Call Name______________________
Age__________

Sex_______________

Markings____________

Tattoo_______

Color________________
Microchip#______________

AKC Registration#______________________________________________
Vet of Record Name __________________________

Phone#_____________________

Shot Record_____________________________________________________________
Heart Worm Tested_______________________

Spayed/Neutered_________________

I hereby surrender all interest in the Bulldog described above to the Austin Bully Butt Rescue.
I understand that this dog will be the property of Austin Bully Butt Rescue and all decisions
going forward will be made at the sole discretion of the Austin Bully Butt Rescue._____(initial)
I understand that the above dog is being voluntarily surrendered of my own free will and in no
way is to be considered or construed as a sale. I will receive no money or any further
consideration or remuneration as a result of surrendering this dog._____(initial)
I understand that once I surrender this dog I have no further claim or interest in this dog and it
becomes the property of the Austin Bully Butt Rescue._________(initial)
Further, by our signature below, it is understood and agreed that we approached Austin Bully
Butt Rescue with the express purpose of releasing our rights of ownership so that the dog
may be re-homed, and that this agreement was entered into of our own free will and is binding
and permanent.
I certify that to my knowledge this dog has not bitten any animal or human within the last 30
days._______(initial)
Surrendered by (Printed):___________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City/State/ZIP_________________________________________________
Phone _________________ DL# _______________________ DL State ______________
Signature ____________________________________________ Date ________________
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF SURRENDERED DOG
This profile will be used to find the right foster/forever home for the dog. Please give honest
answers.
Is this dog a house dog?________ When/how does it exercise? __________________________
Does this dog understand the word NO? _______ Car?________ Walk?_____
Is this dog leash trained? ____ Obedience trained? ______ Housebroken?_____
Where does the dog sleep? ___________________________
Favorite toys ________________________ Favorite Games______________________________
Tricks___________________________________ Special words___________________________
What is the dogs favorite brand of dog food? _____________________________
Wet/Dry? ________ How often does dog eat?_________________
Does the dog take Vitamins? ______________
Currently taking any medicines? _________ Name of medicine? _________________
Why are they on this medicine? __________________________________
How do you give pills? ___________________________________________
Has this dog ever been kept on a chain or runner? ____________________
Can this dog be trusted to stay in the house by itself? _____ In a fenced yard? __________
Does the dog like: Children? ____ Cats? _____ Other Dogs? _______ Other animals?______
Does the dog do any of the following?
Climb on Furniture_____ Sleep on bed ____ Destroy/chew furniture___ Dump Trash _____
Chew ______ Dig _____ Chase Cars________ Roam___ Bark/Howl/Whine/Talk ______
Growl at strangers_____ React to uniforms ______ Hats _____ Rides well in car _____
Accepts Crate __
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Is this dog afraid of:
Brooms/Mops_____________ Vacuum Cleaners________
Fire Works ___________ Thunderstorms____________
Loud Noises _______________ Trash Bags______________
How would you describe this dog:
Shy Friendly
Dominant
Aggressive

Noisy

Quiet

Gentle

Active

Protective

Playful

Submissive

Other: ______________________

Where was dog obtained:
Friend

Breeder

Pet Store

Animal Shelter

Gift

Have you been the continuous owner of this dog _______________________
Medical record attached? ____________
Toys/bowls/personal items? ____________________________________
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Health of the Dog: Please answer all questions
Has the dog had any surgeries in the past? Yes_____ No______ Unknown____
If Yes, what types and how many?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Does the dog have any skin issues? ______________________________________
Eye issues? _________________________________________________________
Hip/Joint issues? _____________________________________________________
Why are you surrendering this dog? Family reasons____ Financial Reasons___________
Aggression________________ Medical issues___________ Other____________________

I certify that all answers are true to the best of my knowledge:
Owner Signature _____________________________Date____________________

ABBR Member name: ________________________________
Action to be taken: _________________________________________________________________
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